Poster 2 Children & Youth
72. **Influences of Perceived Social Support on Adolescent Depressive Symptoms and Educational Attainment** • Kahli Romano.

Poster 3 Population, Development, & the Environment; Data & Methods; Applied Demography
45. **Change in Motion: Infrastructure Adoption for Plug-in Electric Vehicles** • Tobias Kuhn.

Poster 5 Health and Mortality 1
6. **Stress–to–CVD Pathways and Midlife Mortality Among U.S. Non-Hispanic White Females** • Serge Atherwood, University of Texas at San Antonio; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

19. **Risk Factors for Under-5 Mortality: Evidence From Ethiopian Demographic and Health Surveys** • Fikrewold Bitew, University of Texas at San Antonio; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

51. **Grandparents’ Wealth and the Body Mass Index Trajectories of Grandchildren** • Ying Huang, University of Texas at San Antonio.

74. **Alcohol Consumption and Mortality Risk in the United States** • Muntasir Masum, University of Texas at San Antonio; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Poster 7 Migration and Urbanization
32. **Immigrant Assimilation and Profiles of Breast Cancer Prevention Behaviors Among U.S. Immigrants** • Federico Ghirimoldi, The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; Gabriela Sanchez-Soto, University of Texas at San Antonio.

44. **The Role of Migration on Fertility: Differences in Fertility Levels Among East Asian Migrants to the United States** • Jeongsoo Kim, University of Texas at San Antonio; Gabriela Sanchez-Soto, University of Texas at San Antonio.

52. **Internal Forced Displacement in Mexico: A Case of Migration Due to Violence** • Uriel Lomeli-Carrillo.

Poster 9 Marriage, Family, Households, & Unions; Gender, Race, & Ethnicity
33. Mental Health Among Minoritized Individuals in the United States • Stephanie Hernandez, University of Texas at San Antonio; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Poster 10 Fertility, Family Planning, Sexual Behavior & Reproductive Health 2
64. Educational Expectations, Neighborhood Disadvantage, and the Odds of Early Sexual Initiation Among Latino Adolescents • Kahli Romano.

Poster 11 Health & Mortality 2
10. Intimate Partner Violence and Mental Health: Does the Threat of Violence Affect a Woman's Mental Health as Much as the Act of Violence? • Monica Cruz; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Session 59 Causes of Neonatal, Infant, and Child Mortality
Chair: Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio
Discussant: Laura M. Argys, University of Colorado Denver
Discussant: Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio

Session 86 Spatial Distribution of Diseases and Deaths
Chair: Livia Montana, Harvard University
Discussant: Corey S. Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio

Session 94 Cross-National Studies of Retirement Policies and Processes
4. Not the Same Answers in the Rapidly Aged Countries: Importance of Public Pension and Children • Jeongsoo Kim, University of Texas at San Antonio; Patrice Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Session 123 Flash Session: Geospatial Analysis in Applied Demography
1. The Discrepancy of Fertility Recuperation From the Great Recession: The Geographic and Occupational Characteristics in the United States • Jeongsoo Kim, University of Texas at San Antonio; Lloyd Potter, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Session 189 Flash Session: New and Pressing Immigration Issues
Chair: Rene Zenteno, University of Texas at San Antonio

Session 219 Statistical Advances in High Resolution Modeling for Health and Mortality Outcomes
3. Effects of Measurement Error in the American Community Survey on Statistical Analysis: An Example Using Census Tract Mortality Rates. • Corey S. Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio; Lloyd Potter, University of Texas at San Antonio.

Session 226 Trends, Determinants, Consequences, and Measurement of Unmet Need
2. Spatiotemporal Patterns of Unmet Need for Family Planning in Ghana: 200—2014 • Samuel Nyarko, University of Texas at San Antonio; Corey S. Sparks, University of Texas at San Antonio.

All UTSA participants can be found here: http://paa2019.populationassociation.org/participants?affiliation=University+of+Texas+at+San+Antonio&Format=long